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INTRODUCTION
The RAF College has a proud and unrivalled history as the world’s oldest military air academy, not least in the
contribution made by its graduates during WWII.
Pre-WWII College Flight Cadets such as Bader, Tait and Townsend went onto distinguished careers and their
stories widely published. However, when the College Flight Cadet training system was suspended at the outbreak
of war, it is not generally known that the College - as the College SFTS, later 17 FTS - continued to deliver basic
and advanced training to pilots who went on to distinguish themselves in operations with Fighter, Bomber, Coastal
and the Overseas Commands. Their stories are seldom told, at least not as a chapter in the history of the RAF
College.
This album attempts to redress that shortfall and focuses on a number of College SFTS graduates who
distinguished themselves in combat and/or went on to excel in their RAF Careers. This is not an exclusive list, but
an overdue recognition of the courage demonstrated by over 3,000 pilots who underwent training at the College
and went onto serve the allied forces during WWII.
There are underlined hypertext links throughout this album, which enable access to information held elsewhere on
the internet. This “linked information” can be accessed without losing your place in this album, simply by clicking
on the underlined text. For Apple Mac users, hover over the underlined text and press COMMAND+CLICK;
for Windows users, press CONTROL+CLICK. So doing, a new tab will open in your internet browser, to the right
of your current tab, where you will nd the supplementary information. To return to this album merely select the
original tab where you will nd the table still open at the page you left.
If you have any queries, send an email to ibms520@gmail.com using the Contact Us tab on this CHS website.
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Ian Willoughby BAZALGETTE VC
VC Citation (London Gazette):

Born

"On 4th August, 1944, Squadron Leader Bazalgette was
‘Master Bomber’ of a Pathfinder Squadron detailed to mark
an important target at Trossy-St. Maximin for the main
bomber force. When nearing the target his Lancaster came
under heavy anti-aircraft fire. Both starboard engines were
put out of action and serious fires broke out in the fuselage,
and the starboard main-plane. The bomb aimer was badly
wounded. As the deputy master bomber had already been
shot down, the success of the attack depended on
Squadron Leader Bazalgette, and this he knew. Despite the
appalling conditions in his burning aircraft, he pressed on
gallantly to the target, marking and bombing it accurately.
That the attack was successful was due to his magnificent
effort. After the bombs had been dropped the Lancaster
dived, practically out of control. By expert airmanship and
great exertion Squadron Leader Bazalgette regained control.
But the port inner engine then failed and the whole of the
starboard mainplane became a mass of flames. Squadron
Leader Bazalgette fought bravely to bring his aircraft and
crew to safety. The mid-upper gunner was overcome by
fumes. Squadron Leader Bazalgette then ordered those of
his crew who were able to leave by parachute to do so. He
remained at the controls and attempted the almost hopeless
task of landing the crippled and blazing aircraft in a last
effort to save the wounded bomb aimer and helpless
gunner. With superb skill, and taking great care to avoid a
small French village nearby, he brought the aircraft down
safely. Unfortunately, it then exploded and this gallant officer
and his two comrades perished. His heroic sacrifice marked
the climax of a long career of operations against the enemy.
He always chose the more dangerous and exacting roles.
His courage and devotion to duty were beyond praise.”

Died
Buried
Service/branch
Years of service
Rank
Unit
Battles/wars

Awards

19 October 1918

Calgary, Alberta, Canada
4 August 1944 (aged 25)

Senantes, France
Église Saint-Martin, Senantes
British Army (1940–41)

Royal Air Force (1941–44)
1940–1944
Squadron Leader
No. 115 Squadron RAF

No. 635 Squadron RAF
Second World War

• European air campaign †
◦ Battle of the Ruhr
◦ Battle of Berlin
Victoria Cross

Distinguished Flying Cross

SFTS Course 30 Sqn 2
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Kenneth CAMPBELL VC

SFTS Course 5 Sqn 2
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Peter Talcott CURRY GM
Citation for George Medal:

Pilot Officer Peter Talcott Curry (84314), RAFVR
901077 Leading Aircraftman Harry Robert Garner, RAF.

This officer and airman displayed courageous conduct when
an aircraft, with a full load of bombs, crashed and burst into
flames one night in May, 1941. They succeeded in extricating
two of the crew who were trapped in the aircraft, while the
bombs were actually exploding.

(London Gazette – 11 July 1941)

SFTS Course 10 Sqn 2
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John Vere ‘Hoppy’ HOPGOOD DFC* (617 Sqn)
Having joined the Volunteer Reserve in 1940, John Vere Hopgood undertook flying training on No 18 Course,
SFTS Cranwell in 1941 and was commissioned in 1942. As a Flight Lieutenant, ‘Hoppy’ was awarded a DFC in
October 1942 after completing 47 missions; he was awarded a bar to the DFC in 1943. He served on 50 Sqn,106
Sqn and the immortalised 617 (Dambusters) Sqn. Then the newly appointed OC 106 Sqn in 1942, Wg Cdr Guy
Gibson recorded his first impressions:
He was a fair-haired chap about medium height, rather good looking, except for one prominent tooth. ……. He
was a serious fellow at heart………. As soon as I saw him I thought, “What an ideal squadron type. I like that
chap”
Unsurprisingly, Gibson was to select Hoppy has his Deputy on the Mohne Dam attack. Outbound to the Mohne,
his aircraft AJ-M (M for Mother) was hit by flak, injuring Hoppy, his gunners Burcher and Gregory (possibly
fatally). The damaged aircraft reached the dam where they attacked at 00:32, ten minutes after Gibson. However,
they were struck again by anti-aircraft fire and their bomb was released too late. It bounced over the dam and
exploded on a power station on the other side. The aircraft was fatally damaged at this point and Hopgood
remained at the controls, gaining height to allow his crew to bail out. AJ-M crashed in a field near Ostönnen, 6
kilometres (3.72 miles) from the dam. Hopgood's body rests in the care of the Commonwealth War Graves
Commission at Rheinberg War Cemetery (Coll. grave 17. E. 2-6).

‘Hoppy’ Hopgood; 617 Sqn; Dambusters 1st wave;
killed NW Mohnesee
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David John ‘Dave’ Shannon DSO* DFC* (617 Sqn)
Courtesy of Australian War Memorial

Click for Video
An Australian member of the elite 'Dam Busters' squadron. Shannon was just
20 when he took part in the famous bombing raid on the German dams in the
Ruhr Valley.
No. 617 Squadron RAF was to make a daring raid using special bombs on
German dams supplying the Ruhr industrial works, and Shannon was one of
four Australian pilots involved. The operation took place on 16 May 1943.
Shannon saw the Möhne Dam successfully breached and so was ordered to
attack the Eder Dam, a difficult task because of the surrounding hills. For his
part he was awarded the Distinguished Service Order (DSO), while the
squadron soon became famous as The Dam Busters .
Shannon had the unblemished look of a teenager [and] unruly blonde hair . He
failed to conceal his youthful look with a wispy moustache. When introduced to
the King, an event which coincided with his 21st birthday, he was told: You
seem a well preserved twenty-one, Shannon.
The squadron continued its specialist role throughout the war and Shannon
would be regarded as one of the pilots who were its backbone. He received the
second of his two Distinguished Flying Crosses for an attack on the Dortmund
Ems Canal, and another DSO for an attack on Munich in April 1944. Not long
after he left No. 617 Squadron, having completed 69 operations, he chose to
drop rank to resume operational flying in Transport Command
After the war Shannon remained in Britain, becoming a business executive and
travelling widely. He died only a few weeks before a reunion planned for the
50th anniversary of the Dam Busters raid.
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SFTS Battle Of Britain ‘Air Aces’ - Barclay & Davis
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SFTS ‘Film Star’ - David Fulford

Click for Video
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First SFTS PoW Germany - Eric Cyril MASKELL
Cadet Details from
PDF Records

Dates

Course No

(Start- Finish)

Maskell EC

21 Sep 40 - 4 Dec 40

SFTS
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16 Cranwellian POWs:
https://www.cranwellian-ian.com/ewExternalFiles/
CranPOWsV1.0.pdf

Courtesy of RAF Commands Forum:
http://www.rafcommands.com/database/awards/
details.php?qname=MASKELL&qnum=89353

Author’s Notes
(Text in Italics indicate a degree of uncertainty)

Plt Off Eric Cyril POW CL 88; POW 50 Sqn 18/8/41;
Hampden I AE185 shot down and crashed near
Groningen, Holland
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SFTS ‘Guinea Pig’ - Eric Cyril MASKELL

badley
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Chief of the Air Staff - ex J39 Cadet & SFTS Course 5
The day war was declared, 134 cadets from six pre-war entries had their training
abruptly terminated, the College being closed immediately for officer training. Some,
like AH Humphrey (later MRAF Sir Andrew Humphrey) who had not completed
officer training, were enlisted as airmen u/t pilots to undergo flying training at the
Service Flying Training School (SFTS) set up at RAF Cranwell. Others transferred to
the RAFVR and received flying training at other FTS. From these humble
beginnings, Sir Andrew went on to win not just one but three AFCs, as well as a
DFC, an OBE and a GCB. He rose to the rank of Marshal of the Royal Air Force, a
rarity, was only the second Cranwellian - the first was Sir Dermot Boyle - to become
Chief of the Air Staff and the first to become Chief of Defence Staff.

Marshal of the Royal Air Force
Sir Andrew Henry Humphrey

GCB, OBE, DFC, AFC & Two Bars
(10 Jan 1921 – 24 Jan 1977)
J39 Entry; graduated with SFTS
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Ian Douglas Napier Lawson - 17th Commandant
Air Commodore Ian Douglas Napier
Lawson (later Air Vice Marshal) was
working for De Havilland before the
war, but had joined the RAF Volunteer
Reserve as a Sergeant Pilot in 1938.
On declaration of war, he was still
undergoing training and was sent to
Cranwell to complete his pilot’s course.
He was commissioned on the award of
his wings and was posted onto
Wellington bombers.
Most of his operational flying was in the
Middle East, flying against targets in
North Africa, Greece, Crete, Sicily and
Yugoslavia. He was awarded the DFC
and bar and mentioned in despatches
on three occasions. After the war he
was awarded a permanent commission.
He was appointed as Commandant in
December 1964.
Born 11 November 1917. He retired on
8 September 1969. Died 22 January
1998
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Frederick Desmond Hughes - 19th Commandant
Air Vice-Marshal Frederick Desmond Hughes was
a member of Cambridge University Air Squadron
who was called up at the outbreak of war.
After completing his pilot training at Cranwell, he
became a successful night fighter pilot,
pioneering night flying techniques in defiant
aircraft, and was awarded the DSO and DFC and
two bars. By the end of the war, he was credited
with destroying 18 enemy aircraft.
Awarded a permanent commission after the war
he became Commandant of the College on 9th
March 1970.
As a graduate of Cambridge
University and a former member of the University
Air Squadron, his appointment was most
appropriate, as he oversaw the transition from
the Flight Cadet entries to the Graduate Entry
scheme and the responsibility for the University
Air Squadrons.
Born 6 June 1919. He retired in 1974. Died 11
January 1992.

